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Roots
When Koala production comes around, I spend a truly terrifying 
amount of time on campus at odd hours, working on your 
favorite newspaper.  This means I’m often eating at dining 
halls (just another perk of having armies of Freshman, beyond 
drinking all my booze).  You know what I noticed?  I pretty sure 
everyone at HDH (housing, dining, and hospitality) thinks you’re 
12 years old. Does the isometric C9H14 diene 6,6-dimethyl-1,3-
cycloheptadiene have a uv absorption maximum near 250nm, 
or is it below 200nm (hint, it has to do with the number 
of structurally distinct carbon atoms)? Stumped?  If you’re 
majoring in a real science, you’ll probably be expected to 
know that at some point in your UCSD career.  Despite this 
requirement, you DEFINITELY can’t be trusted to turn your 
dishes in without some stupid fucking Obama-ized dog named 
Toby guiding you to the drop off spot.  Have you seen the 
“Little Black Book”?  It’s all the shit you were “TOO AFRAID TO 
ASK” like what time dining halls close, or what Becky’s phone 
number is.  That’s not shit you were afraid to ask, that’s shit 
you were too dumb to Google.  In reality, the things you really 
want to know are, “what is the best dining halls for hungry 
stoners at 12am?” or “which dining hall is the easiest to steal 
from when I run out of meal points 3rd week of Spring quarter 
because I started fucking the Editor of the Koala and he makes 
me buy him bobcats covered in gravy at OVT after he rails the 
dignity out of me?” or “which employees are the most likely 
to let me throat fuck them?”  That’s the shit you care about 
(also, the answers are Goodies, Cafe V, and Canyon Vista, 
respectively).  It’s yet another department that pushes what 
appears to be the party line: Students at UCSD are to be taken 
to the brink of suicide and sometimes over with their academic 
responsibilities, but they’re definitely far too young and dumb 
to make decisions regarding shit like drinking or having fun.  
Remember kids, look for Steven The Stoney Sloth’s Spot, the 
best place to get high!  It’s in Pepper Canyon, the wilderness 
behind the Pepper Canyon Hall and Camp Snoopy (you know, 
the stupid military barracks known as Sixth dorms).  Try not to 
get caught.

Love,
Kris Niggorian
Editor-in-Queef
The Motherfucking Koala 

    

After those insufferable pigs with the Koala and those those sheepish tools with the MQ had left, the rest of the AS senators and I were left 
with worryingly little to do. Our usual AS reserve of dirty Mexican ice was depleted from the deliciously fun legislation meeting we had earlier 
that week, so we had to buy some heroin from the Price Center janitorial staff. As I ripped this ball of tar, the senator 
next to me started massaging my prostate, obviously jonesing for her next hit. I passed the wad over and whipped 
out my staff of bureaucratic power. As the eager senator prepared her quivering asshole, I roared out in a opiate 
fuelled rage, “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. 
However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and 
the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered stu-
dent organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any 
other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent 
the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of 
California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication 
bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” Then we 
voted to build a massive statue of a Koala riding a horse in Warren quad.
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Top 5 Ways Your Indian 
Roommate Is Useful
1. Because he’s a board certified cardiologist 
in India and here he’s doing lower division 
basket weaving so you can make him do your 
bio homework.
2. You never have to worry about him stealing 
your girlfriend.
3. One of his cousins is “Picasso,” the dell 
technical support representative that told you 
to turn off your computer, wait 4 minutes, and 
turn it back on again.
4. The rich smell of curry can block even the 
most hardened drug sniffing dogs.
5. The female ones always have a red sharpie 
near by for…makeup.

Top 5 Reasons Jews Are Like 
Clowns
1. Have a conversation with a clown about 
Palestine and see how far you get.
2. They’re only funny when they get hurt.
3. They won’t let you in on their world 
conspiracy
4. Much like a clown car, they try to see how 
many they can fit into a lawsuit.
5. No one takes them seriously when they’re 
sad. 

Top 5 Benefits To Owning A 
Snuggy
1. Snorgies
2. Snuggle drugs outta Canada.
3. Piss off your robe.
4. Line it with shamwows and never buy 
clothes, do laundry, or go to the bathroom 
ever again.
5. You can brag about being 2 years ahead of a 
hipster trend.

Top 5 Things Mexicans Are 
Good At
1. Slowly taking over America one lawn at a 
time. 
2. Espeeking Nglish.
3. Making us say “how dare they take the 
street corners away from our bums!” 
4. Infiltration and stealth, look behind you...
5. Finding new ways to present meat, cheese, 
and beans as new dishes. 

Top 5 Reasons I Would Bang A 
Latina
1. Being called “papi” reminds me of the good 
times i had with my own dad.
2. To breed your own Roberto’s.
3. Board club just threw a party at your house 
and didn’t clean up.
4. Access to fresh produce daily.
5. Their people take it in the ass from us 
anyway.

Top 5 Plausible Causes for 
Brittany Murphy’s Death
1. This was the only way people would 
download her single on iTunes.
2. You try playing in more than one film with 
fucking Dakota Fanning!
3. Impaled on the end of my cock. Thats right, 
she fell on my weathervane.
4. Crushed in her house by avalanche of 
unsold Brittany Murphy movies.
5. She was Heath Ledger’s understudy for the 
Joker.

Top 5 Benefits of Having 19 
Children
1. You can inbreed nineteen children with each 
and so on and so on until one of your kids can 
shoot lazers from their eyes... or read.
2. Imagine nearly 200 little fingers caressing 
your entire body.
3. You can only sexually abuse a child for about 
3 years until they start remembering shit.
4. At that point, “Bring Your Kid To Work Day” 
lands you double the health insurance.
5. One of your daughters is bound to have 
hot friends you can hit on when she hits High 
School.

Top 5 Reasons I Haven’t Given 
A Shit In Five Days
1. Having a don’t give a shit off with my white 
trash neighbors who seem to be in the lead 
with one toddler on fire.
2. Hired a $300 per hour expert to give a shit 
for me.
3. Been replaced by the koala bot 3000 who 
writes beautifully and has no new glitchesno 
new glitchesno new glitchesno new glitchesno 
new glitchesno new glitchesno new glitchesno 
new gnew glitchesno new glitches baby farts.
4. I spewed all of it on my Comm 103 final.
5. These shits are all curved anyway.  

Top 5 Laziest Individuals In 
History
1. God (aka Yaweh, Jehovah, He who is I am)- 
Got a gal prego and never paid one shekel of 
child support, shame on you! 
2. Jackie Robinson- instead of playing all the 
talented negro players he decided to play in 
the white leagues, kinda like playin’ T-ball, huh 
Jack-o?
3. Rosa Parks- ten more steps to the back of 
the bus lady, that’s like one hundredth of a 
calorie!
4. The editor at the ‘Tardian that OK’s the 
cartoons.
5. Anne Frank- bitch never finished her book

Top 5 Times I Feel Both Dirty 
And Clean At The Same Time
1. When I’m vacuuming my balls.
2. Reaching into the airport toilet to pick up 
the hand sanitizer I dropped.
3. When the priest holds my head under the 
lake to baptise me, but while I’m under I 
totally rub my face in his crotch.
4. When I’ve fully transfused my blood with 
that of ten now-liifeless babies.
5. When I take that communion load deep in 
my mouth.

Top 5 Difference Between God 
And Your Invisible Friend
1. God controls the weather, your imaginary 
friend couldn’t even help you stop pissing 
yourself during your 3rd grade piano recital.
2. My imaginary friend has a bottle cap 
collection, God has a penchant for foreskins.
3. At seven I was into the imaginary friend 
idea, but even then the whole God thing 
seemed retarded.
4. God is an atheist, but your imaginary friend 
is at least consistent enough to believe in 
crazy shit too.
5. God communicates in mysterious ways, but 
my imaginary friend communicates with me 
after twenty beers and it works every time!

Top 5 Ways To Nicely Tell Your 
Best Friend She Is A Whore
1. You know the sorority was just kidding 
about getting gang banged during rush, right?
2. I don’t know how to tell you this, but I got a 
call from my bookie and he says you’re a sure 
thing.
3. You know you need a license to run a sperm 
bank, right?
4. You don’t think its odd that we keep getting 
fruit baskets stuffed with birth control from 
the basketball team?
5. Remember when you asked how to deal 
with guys being mean to you and I said 
“swallow it and smile”? I meant your pride.

Top 5 Most Pathetic Status 
Updates From Real UCSD 
Students
1.Utsav Gupta is trying to make a difference.
2. Simone Wilson is done with her issue! 
What did you guys think? You know I’m the 
editor of the Guardian, right?  You know, the 
newspaper?  No, not the Koala.
3 Michael Nguyen is still trying to transfer to 
Berkley... 5th times the charm!
4. Leah Goldbergsteinwitz refuses to pay 4 
extra dollars in student activity fees.
5. Adam Kenworthy is looking for people to 
go to UTC mall!  I don’t actually want to go, 
and I think it’s a stupid idea, but I’m going with 
Andrew Ang and he seems legit.

Top 5 Clean Words That Bring 
Up Porn On Google
1. Japanese Eels
2. Swap
3. [name of your sister’s first pet] + [street 
you grew up on]
4. Steve York
5. Dumpster

Top Five Lists

Think you can do better?  
Make like a Haitian and 

“cave in” to your desire to 
submit a list!

editor@thekoala.org

or come to a meeting, 
Fridays at 4:20 above the AS 

soft reserves.



From The Stinkwell

Both can be vicious tools, in the wrong hands.

Also Pikes.

A Pike.

Presented 
by

Buried under a DOUBLE STACK 
of books? Well then ROLL out to 
X-Tastee, the DVC’s next oonce-
oonce and candy making festival! It’s 
so extremely tasty, you wont want 
to eat (or sleep) for days after! 
We’ve got beads, lights, and plenty 
of Staff Pro to eye your junk in the 
bathroom! It may be your only chance 
to catch a glimpse of an AS officer 
without being filled with contempt.

Featuring Marye Dre

Appearances by
DJ Trainwreck
Awkward Viet 
Your 20B Professor
Staff Pro
DJ 16000 MHz
DJ Replay
DJ Cross fade

“My mix will mirror your 
UCSD experience; lots of 
lows.”

“Its AS approved kids!”

Dear Muslims,
Firstly, durka durka to you.  I know you really want everyone 
to believe that you are a religion of peace, but when you see 
me at the mexican place across the street from Cotixan’s, the 

best way to convince everyone that you’re actually really 
tolerant is certainly NOT to try to jump me with 20 of your 

friends if I don’t stop printing the Koala.  I mean, it’s cool if you 
want to prove every single stereotype people make of you, but 
don’t be surprised if no one wants to sit next to you in class, 

or on a plane.

Printing pictures of Mohammed is forbidden in your religion.  
Does it look like I believe in your insane barbaric bullshit?  
No, I’m an atheist despite the fact that your big dumb friend 

called me a “fucking jew.”  I can print whatever the fuck I want.  
If you don’t like it, don’t look.

So how about this: I’ll stop talking shit about Islam simply 
because you’re offended and disagree, when you stop believing 

in Allah and stoning women simply because I’m offended and 
disagree.  Until then,, stop reading my fucking paper before I 

beat you with a strip of bacon.

Love,
The Editor of The Motherfucking Koala  



For those of you that don’t read the Guardian (e.g. ALL OF YOU), certain AS members, most notably Andrew Ang, Adam Kenworthy, some other 
dweeb and semi-cutie (fucking christ, has Triton Eye fucked us this badly?) Jaclyn Storey tried to pass some useless legislation that was obviously 
aimed at the Koala.  The HILARIOUS part is that Adam Kenworthy ADMITTED THAT IT WASN’T EVEN THEIR IDEA.  Yeah, the head campus lawyer 

came up with a LIST OF IDEAS of how to censor everyone at UCSD. PS. Jaclyn (i.e. the girl who doesn’t say anything, hopefully because she’s 
used to having a cock jammed down her throat with that dumb scared look on her face): I know this might just be the Triton Eye talking, but 

you’re kind of cute.  You know how I bent all those loser friends of yours over and fucked them in the ass with my words?  My cock is a lot bigger 
than my ability to destroy annoying AS senators. 

Let me say that again so everyone is very clear on one thing: Professional lawyers who are paid thousands of dollars by the 
University are advising YOUR elected representative on how to censor free speech at UCSD just because the Koala made fun of 

some dead pole vaulter.  Adam Kenworthy admitted this fact in public. 

To all those fucking loser sycophants in AS, we have one request: Stop flailing your pathetic and ill-concieved legislation as if it was even your 
idea.  I know you fucking losers spent all four years of high school on ASB and now you having this stupid fucking hardon for enforcing your 

dumb fuck concept of what’s “acceptable.”  Everyone sees you for what you are, a bunch of stay-at-home-on-Saturday, suckle-from-the-admin-
istrative-teat losers that have absolutely no connection with ACTUAL students at UCSD.  Go fuck yourselves.  



H a i t i a n

N A T I O N

R e c r e a t i o n

E X O T I C
C u i s i n e

Looking to get away with the family?  Planning that special honeymoon with your newlywed? Tired of your boring 1st world existence? 
The come visit Haiti, a land of unimaginable suffering!  Like the beach? You could say Haiti is like a giant beach, without a pesky tree 
in sight! Adventure awaits you at every corner here in this enchanted land, from joining up with one of the local militias to prostitut-

ing your children for antibiotics, the fun never ends!  Scour our collapsed cities on “treasure hunts”, mining the piles of corpses for illusive 
gold fillings.  Contracted some infernal disease from the carrion strewn about the streets? Don’t worry, our witch doctors will fix you right 
up for the small price of a freshly removed hymen.  Visit our world-renowned arms dealers for the some of the finest three decade old semi-
automatic weapons money can buy. Move up the ranks in our zany political system. By the time you arrive, chances are a new president will 
already have been elected and almost simultaneously overthrown. Still not convinced?  Due to a sudden unexpected decrease in population, 
the Haitian Department of Tourism is now offering FREE trips for new potential residents! Haiti, so much excitement its off the richter scale!

Left with no existing food, let 
alone emergency supplies, the 
resourceful Haitians turned 
to their newest prime asset - 
their decaying and putrescent 
corpses. That’s right folks, 
real fuckin’ cannibalism.

10 points!  In Haiti, just about the 
only thing we have plenty of is dead 
infants.  Yes, they are even cheaper 
than horseshoes.  Reserved about the 
idea of impaling newborn corpses for 
fun?  But  you’ve already built the first 
support for your next mud hut!  In 
fact, dead children are good for lots of 
games. Dead baby frisbee, dead baby 
soccer, dead baby rollerblading, and 
your favorite... dead baby jokes! What’s 
black and white and red all over... I think 
you can figure that out for yourself. 

Apparently our national sport is soccer, but its really 
not all that fun without some kind of dead child...

Look! Theres even something for the kids.  Teach junior how 
to hunt... Haitian style!  WOOOOOAH there little fella! Isn’t 
that AK a little heavy for you? Here’s a nice and light MP5 
for ya.  Nothing says father-son bonding like executing your 
neighbor for fun.  Guess whos going to win that soap box derby 
now, bitch! Be careful though, it may be hard to ground little 
Timmy now that he’s packing 10 rounds per second. What 
was that? You’ve got a daughter? Better teach her how to 
shoot for the balls before she get viciously raped in the streets. T
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See, your average mudpie 
can be a little bland, so we 
BAM it up a notch with a 
Haitian twist of rubble and 
sorrow. The Haitian mud 
cookie is a delicacy enjoyed 
by all of Haiti’s people, except 
those who can afford food.

  
Hatian Mud Cookie ~

  
Ex-Hatian Suprise!

“I don’t know about you, but if you dip 
one of those babies in some mud batter, it 
reminds me of the county fair.”

Mud Pie Chart

Percentage 
of Haitians 

Hungry 
Enough to Eat 

This Chart



H a i t i a n

N A T I O N

The Running of the Hiatians

S t u n n i n g 
A r c h i t e c t u r e 

Looking to get away with the family?  Planning that special honeymoon with your newlywed? Tired of your boring 1st world existence? 
The come visit Haiti, a land of unimaginable suffering!  Like the beach? You could say Haiti is like a giant beach, without a pesky tree 
in sight! Adventure awaits you at every corner here in this enchanted land, from joining up with one of the local militias to prostitut-

ing your children for antibiotics, the fun never ends!  Scour our collapsed cities on “treasure hunts”, mining the piles of corpses for illusive 
gold fillings.  Contracted some infernal disease from the carrion strewn about the streets? Don’t worry, our witch doctors will fix you right 
up for the small price of a freshly removed hymen.  Visit our world-renowned arms dealers for the some of the finest three decade old semi-
automatic weapons money can buy. Move up the ranks in our zany political system. By the time you arrive, chances are a new president will 
already have been elected and almost simultaneously overthrown. Still not convinced?  Due to a sudden unexpected decrease in population, 
the Haitian Department of Tourism is now offering FREE trips for new potential residents! Haiti, so much excitement its off the richter scale!

Oh shit, our palace wasn’t originally built like this.  Maybe we 
shouldn’t have used all those babies and mud for the foundation... 
but it was so much cheaper that way!  Well I’m sure the French will 
rebuild it for us. What? We kicked them out?!FUCKKKKKKK!!!!  
Well, that part on the left doesn’t look too bad.  Yeah, and the 
right wing can be our new memorial hospital! See everything 
works out for Haiti in the end.  Now if only we can figure out how 
to trade Japan corpses for Playstation 3’s... we’ll work on that.
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id

Has your hometown been ravaged by a 7.2 earthquake while 
the government looks on dumbfounded like a monkey scratch-
ing their syphilis infested balls - causing mass hysteria and 
political unrest? 

Well now you can experience the thrill! Join us in Port Au 
Prince every day as starving homeless take to the streets. The 
Running of the Haitians pits you against these ravenous beasts, 
so get ready to run your ass off before they hunt you down 
and pick the flesh off your bones like so much delicious mud-
battered fried chicken.

In the end, it doesn’t 
really matter.  You’re an 
American and those poor 
niggers are only going to 

get enough aid to make them 
live long enough to have kids...
which means there will be more 
people to starve to death the 
next time they get fucked by 
mother nature.  Rest assured 
knowing the only thing that can 
kill that many white people is, 
well, other white people.   

“I don’t know about you, but if you dip 
one of those babies in some mud batter, it 
reminds me of the county fair.”



Robbed of Innocence
Melissa was a happy girl, she wanted to be just like her favorite 

Barbie, maybe even like President Barbie. She came from a big, 
happy family and had LOTS of sisters.  Her big sisters were always 
putting on make-up and singing happy songs with lots of rhymes!  
She wanted to be just like them.  But sometimes she would see 
them crying... only because their clothes got all ripped up though.  
Melissa was a happy girl... until that fateful day.  She was skipping 

along one sunny day when she noticed a man wearing pretty pink sunglasses, they 
were so big! He must have noticed her because he came right over. “ I like your glasses 
mister!” said Melissa “Where’d you get them?”.  “Back at my house, all my brothers 
wear them.  If you come back with me maybe you can have a pair too” he replied.  They 
walked to his car, she was too small to get in on her own... it was so high off the ground! 
When they finally arrived at the house, the strange man put on some strange music.  It 
was a loud black man yelling the word “shots” over and over again.  
“What are shots?” asked Melissa.  “Yeah girl, get crazy!  Here’s 
some Malibu!” replied the stranger as he started to take off his shirt 
and pump his fist in the air.  As if it were a signal, the room suddenly 
filled with a bunch of men who all looked and dressed the same, 
pumping their fists wildly. It was so confusing! This drink tastes 
kind of funny, but its so sweet thought Melissa to herself, so she 
drank more.  Then the room began to spin out of control just as she 
noticed that all the strangers were wearing sunglasses... inside! 

That’s when she felt a sharp stabbing from behind 
her as one of the men jammed his finger in to a 
place Melissa never knew existed... that’s when 
the room went black.  Melissa still smiles, when 

her sisters are there.  She can’t let the 
younger ones see her cry.  Melissa 
was just 19 and she was in a sorority.

We Know Who You Are
Sitting outside that COMM class just to eat lunch are you?  It’s awfully close 

to 1:50... what the hell are you waiting for?  An unsuspecting sorority girl, 
that’s what! Hoping to catch a glimpse of those Burberry-checkered Greek 
letters, you sit salivating over your potential victim, with an Alpine Stars jersey 
and a New Era hat slightly tipped to the side, the classic mark of a Pi-Del-Phile. 
Going to invite them to your “exchange” bro?  Oh, I know your sick little game, 
why don’t you just tell them it’s a “sleepover and touch you in your special 
place” themed exchange?  Don’t think nobody sees you, we know who you are 
and you’re going to get whats coming to you. I hope you burn in fucking hell.

Pi-Del-Philia is Wrong
Severe and dehabilitating retardation in the sorority 

community is not a joke.  Didn’t you ever wonder 
what kind of person would pay that 

much money just to have friends?.  
Have you seen what what she drew 

for her Vis Arts final project?  Its 
a stick figure with a frowny face 
wearing a pair of blood-soaked 

panties! I bet you and your bros 
really had a great time destroying this 

fragile creature’s life didn’t you?  It’s a 
great system you have, get them all in one group, feed them sugary 
alcohol and then plunder their pudding holes until you are satiated 

for another day! What normal adult drinks watermelon flavored vodka 
anyway!? These poor girls are innocent and defenseless, I hope you’re 

happy with yourselves.  Just because it is “legal” does not make it 
MORAL. Next time, before you are about to take advantage of your next 

victim, ask her to name a single Nobel Prize winner who isn’t black... yeah, 
you’re copulating with a retard and what you are about to do is wrong.

“Why don’t you have a seat 
over there, bro?”

To Catch A Pi-Del-Phile



First and foremost, fuck all of you. No human should see this disgusting filth, let alone seek it out on the shitstained corner of the net where 
this bullshit lives. Seriously, furries were bad enough, but this is a fucking new sloshball game altogether. Last time it was just a bunch of 
disturbed fucks wearing diapers. This time around, there are actual health risks involved. That’s right, practicing this shit can actually get 
you fucking killed. With that being said, if anyone actually tries to pump up their uterus with a bike pump, the gene pool will simply be getting a 
little chlorine. That’s because in this issue, we’re investigating Inflation Fetishes.

WWWtf: Dossiers on Depravity
So what exactly is this shit?

Again, with shit this patently insane, a clean-cut definition is a real bitch to think of. I haven’t snorted enough adderall to know exactly, but 
I can guess. If you don’t like it, you can fuck right off. The inflation fetish’s origins are not as easily traceable as in the case of furries, but 
I think as fat fucks became more prevalent in America, desperate sick men found themselves faced with fat chicks being their only option to 
get some pussy (or sweaty fat roll). Coupled with the sheer mindfuckery of the internet, it wasn’t long before the sickest of fucks started to 
think about even fatter and fatter sacks of meat for them to jack off to or try their hand at inflating themselves.

The essential concept is that by some process, usually being filled with either a gas or liquid, a person expands to grotesque levels. 
Alternatively for body modification, a cavity within the body is filled with injected saline solution until it expands considerably. Why anyone 
would ever think stabbing your scrotum with a needle and injecting it with fluid until it looks like a fleshy grapefruit is well beyond my 
comprehension because I am not batshit insane [yet]. However, for lifestyle fetishists, becoming or fucking a corpulent meatbag is the 
desired goal, so they usually just stuff their ravenous maws with food. God damn I hate fat 
people, but psychotic fatties are truly disturbing.   

Is this shit for real?!

Of course it isn’t you shiteating retard. Do you think the human body can 
survive hundreds of pounds of food shoved into it all at once? Thankfully, 
the most disturbing of these lunatic’s fantasies are physically impossible. But 
that doesn’t stop the most depraved sexual deviants from creating a disturbing 
simulacrum of their fucked up bullshit.

Oh sweet Allah! How?

For those who are into just morbid obesity, a common practice is for some 
derelict to meet a hambeast on craigslist or whatever, then after shoveling 
twinkies and shit down the whale’s throat, will have her sit on his face. Hundreds of pounds of 
fat, greasy cunt on human face. Yes, you do actually share a disturbing number of chromosomes 
with these people. 

The best thing though is that inflation fetishes have the potential to be physically dangerous for the sick 
fucks who are into this trash. Yes, that’s right. This is one of the rare moments the human race naturally purges the filth out of it. There is 
some hope for us after all.

Some women may attempt to insert air or water hoses into one of their orifices to induce the same effect. This while fucking hilarious, has the 
added benefit of being potentially lethal. You see, the vaginal and rectal walls are fucking crammed with capillaries. Shoving a hose inside 
you and pumping things in is a pretty effective way to get an embolism and die. 

Similarly, injecting fluid into your body, let alone your fucking nutsack is a really easy way to get gangrene. Gangrene in your fucking balls. 
Hey, the government can’t legally sterilize these disgusting wretches, but this is the next best thing. 

Kirk Cameron can suck a dick. Natural selection is clearly at work here.

Nate Kaeding’s 
“Sweet Spot”

Everyone knows 
Nate wouldn’t be so 
far to the right if he 
were black.  We’re 
still talking about 

politics, right?

Nate Kaeding here for the 
College Republicans and I’m here 

to talk about Obama-care. 
In this climate of bipartisanship, 

aiming for the middle just 
doesn’t make sense!  I know 

you’re thinking I’ve just got a 
right-leaning bias or that I’m 

putting the wrong spin on things 
here, but I’m just reacting to 

the liberal ball-holders’ agenda!  
It’s not that I disagree just 

because he’s black, I mean I’m a 
placekicker, the most DIVERSE 

position after QB!

Nate says: DoN’t listeN to the 
Darkies, stick with white aND go 

to the right! 

EVEN PRO 
ATHLETES 

ARE 
SPEAKING 

OUT!



The REAL Koala 

Drinking Game
As you may have noticed, loyal reader, the Koala is pretty 

good at coming up with drinking games.  In reality, no 

one has ever played any of the games we publish except 

“Violence The Game” in the 2nd issue of Winter 2004, 

available on our website (koala.ucsd.edu).  We figured it 

was due time to tell you the drinking game we actually play 

1. Get all your people together in a circle. Even ratio 

recommended, but let’s be honest you’re going to 

end up playing with a bunch of dudes. Just 

make sure you’re okay with fucking at least 

ONE of the people there.]Fat chicks do not 

count as two.]

2. Make sure everyone has an alcoholic 

drink in each hand.

3. As soon as someone takes a sip, the 

person to his (her?) left must also take one 

drink.  The drink in your non-dominant 

hand is your “side drink” and should be 

consumed in gulps and chugs.  Don’t be 

a bitch, this goes a lot easier if you’re 

drunk.

4. First one to beat a rape charge wins.

PS. Getting a lawyer is considered 

cheating.

Koala Special
$60  OFF KEGS OF FIREHOUSE

$50 OFF KEGS OF SAM ADAMS ALE
Was $159, now $99 (or $109.99 
for Sam Adams) when you 

mention you are a marsupial!
 +

20 POUNDS FREE ICE with 
every keg

 +
Free C02 fill-up with every 6th keg

BEER
Over 700 types of beer from every 

country
44 Cooler Doors Fully Stocked

Domestic
Imports

Microbrew

KEGS
Over 250 Kegs in Stock

Jockey Box Rentals Available
We Sell & Refill Co2 Cylinders

Kegerator Conversion Kits
Kegerator Parts & Accessories

Clairemont
(858) 278-8955

3566 Mt. Acadia Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92111

SDSU
(619) 265-0482

6060 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92115

Lemon Grove
(619) 463-7172

1827 Lemon Grove Ave.
Lemon Grove, CA 91945

UCSB
(805) 968-1316

915 Embarcadero Del Mar
Isla Vista, CA 93117

Only 10 minutes from UC 
San Diego!  Even faster 
than brewing your own 

keg!

We Deliver, in case you don’t know 
how to tap a keg!

All Handles of SKYY, 
Southern Comfort, and 
Smirnoff just $19.99!

www.kegnbottle.com



Let’s Bounce
Chances are everyone had a good time at the 
DVC’s all campus rager. Even that obese Mexican 
girl with the lazy eye in your Social Studies section 
had a slim chance of getting inseminated that night.  
But this is the Mother Fucking Koala. Now listen, 
my children, to the exploits of an Enlightened.  
Bounce started at 9 but we started around 4... 
Four Loko that is(+1 star for delicious gangster 
drinks) .  After downing enough watermelon 
malt liquor to kill Jermaine Dupree, we meet up 
with the bitches.  They are covered in glitter... 
head to toe.  After motor boating said glitter 
tits my face is now also covered in glitter (-1/2 
star).  Drug:30 rolls around and we pop the candy, 
powdery candy that comes in a nice little gel cap. 
We grab our V.I.P passes courtesy of our DVC 
homies (+1 star for awesome DJ hookup). The 
wait at the door looks like a Russian breadline, we 
stroll through as angry beaded Asians complain 
loudly. Get to the Green room and realize that 
I am extremely intoxicated and also rolling my 
balls off... I pound a redbull. My heart is now beat 
matched perfectly to the music, so its time to 
dance.  Quickly upon entering the ballroom, we 
are waved up onstage.  I make out with random 
cute asian girl... her face is now covered in glitter 
(+1/2 star for passing glitter like chlamydia).  DJ 
Volpato is putting it down hard, the crowd loves it, 
I love EVERYTHING and now believe the crowd’s 
energy reflects my own in some cosmic way.  Start 
going crazy, crowd throws hands in the air and 
I take that as my cue to eat more of those gel 
capsules (+1 star for total euphoria). This is about 
the time when things get VERY fuzzy as I tumble 
into full on ecstasy blackout mode.  The following 
events can only be recounted to me by those who 
saw me that night and have been recounted to 
me as follows.  Glitter girls said “ We called you 
to meet up with us to do more drugs, you kept us 
waiting for like an hour and when we finally found 
you, you said you forgot”. Friends in crowd said “ 
We saw you onstage going crazy, just looking at 
you made me feel like I was rolling harder”. DJ 
Volps said “All you could say was ‘drop that shit 
baby’.... I must have dropped it like 30 times”.  
Friends at the after party said “You took this girl 
in an office and  we didn’t see you for the next 
couple hours but we heard her moaning.” Glitter 
girl I railed said “We did more molly and had the 
best sex I’ve ever had, call me if you ever are visit 
UC Berkley.” If you are reading this, Glitter Girl, I 
will.  I unblackout balls deep in Glitter Girl... she is 
extremely hot and I am pleased with myself  (+1 
stars) but my entire body is now covered in glitter 
(-1/2 stars).  We pass out while cuddling on the 
bed after taking some 5HTP (+1/2 stars for Eric’s 
5HTP... it saved what little serotonin I had left).  
Bottom line is DVC threw a Sun Godesque night 
for a fraction of the cost and everyone had a great 

time, they should be honored as gods.

4 stars.

DSP Something
So it was any other Friday, what with the almost 
continuous drinking interspersed only by the 
occasional gluttony and pillaging. 4:20 rolls 
around and I’ve been legally inebriated for the 
better part of a day and a half now. +1 Cirrhosis 
star. By 6 or so, the usual gang of chemically 
adulterated miscreants has swollen into something 
approaching a Haitian riot. The powers that be 
decided to at this point begin the process of 
moving the group over to one of the several 
parties happening. The manifest futility of this can 
be compared to trying to shut down a virulent 
hate-publication at a California research university. 
But before I go drink myself into oblivion at 
some random frat’s expense, I wanted to make 
this a classy night. So I decided tonight I wanted 
to go skiing. We do a bit of stimulants before 
heading over to that lovely haven of debauchery 
and moral ambiguity, Dionysus. The party is at 
that magical twilight where there aren’t enough 
people for it to be a complete pit of beer and bro 
fueled faggotry, but everyone there is still drinking 
like it is (or at least I am) +1 star for set and 
setting being as good as they’ll get for UCSD. As 
I shame Hemmingway with my drinking, I see the 
associate editor making out with two Freshmen 
who really don’t know better. (+1 for hot sluts) 
More importantly though, I see the editor and 
Nappythenapper whispering to each other 
while glancing furtively at me and the person 
next to me who I’ve only just noticed. Then the 
packets transmit through the chemical haze and I 
recognize who is sitting there. By this point, they 
have pulled me aside and had me do another 
shot. The editor then tells me I’m going to fuck 
MamaPimp. I ask who the fuck that is and he looks 
back at the couch. Rather than laugh and tell him 
to fellate a railroad spike, I give him a look of stoic 
confidence and do just that, or would have had my 
penis not literally tore her apart. Vaginal suturing 
is such a royal bitch -1. At her place, in her bed, 
and I cure my hangover the next morning with her 
weed, while watching Batman on her laptop before 
having her drive me back to campus with a handle 
of vodka I didn’t start the night with. +1 

3 Stars.

Mama Pimp Note: I had just finished my radio 
show and ran into a bunch of Koalas in the quad. 
They were heading to a frat party so I joined 
the entourage and put my game face on.  I was 
intrigued by this freshman recruit who placed 
himself at every senior Koala’s beck and call.. 
handing out cigarettes, pouring me shots and 
explaining how he knew his subservient role as 
a noob.  I was pounding shots and 4 loco and 
started to hear rumors of a sleeping dragon... a 
monster sized cock! Naturally I had to investigate.  
I kidnapped the noob and took him back to my 
cougar lair where I tried and tried to mount his 
trouser anaconda, but it was like trying to squeeze 

a fat chick into a leotard... not happening. I tried to 
blow him because I felt bad but I would’ve had to 
dislocate my jaw! Sorry kiddo! I smoked him out 
until he forgot about his blue balls and put on a 
movie... just like when I used to babysit!

Kappa Sigma
Listen, the next time I come to a frat party I 
expect certain things.  I expect there to be a 
bunch of fucking asshole bros chest bumping each 
other and being dicks about the meager amount 
of booze they have.  I also expect the 3 girls that 
don’t look like someone beat them with a sock 
full of quarters to be total insufferable cunts.  
The last time I reviewed a Kappa Sigma party, I 
mentioned there not being enough booze at their 
mansion.  I mean, fuck it happens you know, parties 
run out of booze, right?  I guess the fine chaps at 
our newest fraternity took it to heart, because 
when we showed up, they fed me so much booze 
they must’ve thought I was a Haitian trying to 
forget the infernal shithole island I come from. 
(+1 dead Haitian)  I might not remember much, 
but I do remember making out with some cute 
girl, and I remember vomiting in their back yard. 
(+1 for DTF girls, +0.5 for well placed shrubbery 
to conceal my drunkenness).  The biggest factor 
that makes a frat party shitty is the company the 
fraternity keeps, and these guys were all pretty rad 
(+1 for minimal bro-tastic chest bumps and ass 
slaps).     

Was getting me drunk like a Navajo payback for 
the slight detraction in the last party review?  I’ll 
never really be sure, but if the trend from this 
party is any indicator, complaining about something 
like “not enough hot girls” will spur them to build 
buxom sex robots whose sole programming 
directs them to feed me grapes and cocaine while 
washing my balls in the fine kentucky bourbon that 
flows from their nipples.

3.5 Stars.

Can God make a keg 
so heavy, even he 
cannot finish it?  

Can your org throw 
a party so rad, even 

the Koala can’t drink 
it dry?

Send invites (as well 
as reviews!) to: 

editor@thekoala.org

1 Dead Haitian: You’re a Haitian immigrant and you got shot by the LAPD 
for having a wallet.

2 Dead Haitians: The expected result from drinking two bags of Franzia.

3 Dead Haitians: Jenkem-laced mud cookies.

4 Dead Haitians: Magnitude 7.2

5 Dead Haitians: What happened at the first annual Koala-rager in Port-au-Prince

Party Reviews



dear jappers,

suck my dick like you were rosie o’donell and i 
convinced you it was filled with cheetos.

then die.

that is all

signed,

everyone who actually knows you

PS: i hope you have a really really bad day
PPS: my dick actually is filled with cheetos 
though

To the losers that have nothing else to do 
with their lives that live on floor 1 of tenaya...
ur stupid spiderman that you make dance 
in your window is not funny! it is lame and 
stupid so if ur trying to make ppl laugh find 
another way! im sure u will think of something 
sine you have no life!!

-annoyed

To the jewy little piece of steamy poop fog,

I see you sitting there, every day, same time, 
in front of rubios pretending to study. who 
are you looking for? who are you waiting for, 
i used to wonder? Ive been watching you a 
while now, and then today i finally realized 
why you are there. You are there for some-
one like me. Someone who appreciates your 
special gifts. At first i didnt understand why 
you hid your occasional smirk from the oth-
ers, but, alas, today I sat next to you when you 
let one fly. And I must be honest, it caught me 
by suprise. Foul yet sweet. Straightforward 
yet somewhat complex. You made quite an 
impression. Im the only one who knows your 
little game--and its our game now. I waited 
and waited for the next cloud to roll my way. 
The next better than the last. You dont even 
know about me ... and its driving me MAD... 
dont let it stop. I cant stop thinking about you. 
Lets take it to the next level tomorrow. Eat 
accordingly. My fan is in reverse for you. 

-B.N.J. 

Stop jacking off in the middle of the night 
when you think I’m asleep.  It’s REALLY not 
helping me when I have a 8 AM midterm in 

the morning.  That being said, you have some 
pretty good stuff in your porn stash; share 
that shit with me sometime.

Dear UCSD, admit HOT chicks! Thanks!

To the guy in the back of Theodorakis’s 140B 
class- STFU, stop asking smart-ass questions, 
no one cares.
Love, 
The rest of the world

UCSD admins:
It’s not hard to make your students happy: let 
them do whatever the fuck they want. Let us 
drink, smoke, fuck, and party and get out of 
our way. Duh.

Everyone who is all over Michael jacksons 
dead nuts needs to fucking stop themselves. 
I swear to all that is fukcing holy if i hear 
how thriller is the greatest musical shit ever 
i\’l fucking cut ur balls off. He raped babies. 
Molested little children. But no go ahead and 
jump on his musical band wagon u fucks!

This is the end of my first year and I love my 
school! I’m proud to be a UCSD grad.

I voted for Ru Paul instead of Ron

To that couple proposing out on the cliffs, 
find a better place to do something stupid. My 
friends and I were laughing because we were 
on ACID -CID 3X

To the girls in my sorority ...you’re all a bunch 
of stuck up bitches. you are not the hottest 
piece of shit in the world, so stop acting like 
it! :) Love, Gracie Lou Freebush

To my Asian Econ Prof, Why must you con-
stantly discuss the demand for sausage and 
coke? Is your happiness based solely on how 
much coke you can snort and sausage you can 
stuff in your tight buns? Next time you open 
your trap I demand that your TAs shove a 
sausage down your throat so you can shut the 
fuck up.

Jeff M.,
Give me your juicy cunt!

Sarah S.,
I know what you did in my bed.  It still smells 
like poop.

Dear White Males Of UCSD,
Greek letters do not change the fact that you 
are unattractive

Failtrano- 
FUCK YOU for holding up a busload of people 
because you were too busy crying about how 
you can’t get laid.  Also, you drink like a 12-
year old.  Fuck off.

To all the Asian girls with short hair-
You look like boys! But the priest inside me 
wants to dress you up in a Catholic school girl 
uniform and fuck you in that flat ass.

To whatever dumbass wrote the top 5 things 
i hate about armenians (since it is this paper, 
its probably the editor)... I hereby give you a 
LEGIT list of things I HATE about armenians

1. they dont use water in their shower, just 
axe body spray
2. they have more hair on their chest than I do 
on my whole fucking body
3. they cant do anything alone (unless alone 
means with another 4 hairy, smelly assholes)
4. they always look for a confrontation but 
when confronted run away like little bitches 
and say how their cousins could come and 
fuck me up
5. they wear more gold chains than a nigger in 
a rap video

Koala Personals
We didn’t write these personals, you retards did. 

Personal

Best “Fuck Me”

Saw a porno today and I thought of the 
koala. Then I thought, why not have a gang 
bang with them all? Any takers? Love, Susie 
Q-T

Personal

Best “Fuck You”

Dear Paul DeWine, 
you can shove the Warren Bear up your 
gaping asshole. 
You fucking faggot!

SUBMIT YOUR 
PERSONALS AT 

THE FOLLOWING 
LOCATIONS:

Middle Of Muir
Roger’s Place
General Store

The Grove
Earl’s Place
Koala Office

or Online:
www.thekoala.
org/personals.
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